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the foUnDinG U.s. Green 
Platform anD first PresiDential 
camPaiGn
By steven J sChmidt

The years 1984–1994, the first decade of Green political party 
formation in the U.s., were as tumultuous as they were promising. 
Green environmentalism and social activism from the 1960s and 
1970s had produced a wellspring of support for green causes. 
social reform activists explored links between environmental 
sustainability and social justice. Deep ecology, bioregionalism and 
local community organizing, organic agriculture and alternative 
development, clean air and energy independence were among 
the many branches of Green political thought that flourished. 
Drawing on many threads of Green organizing to build a “Green” 
political party was a natural progression that began in the late 
1980s. 

the rainbow coalition of Jesse Jackson’s 1988 presidential 
campaign was, as some described it, the first Green national 
electoral effort that focused on bringing together a broad-based 
coalition of voters concerned primarily with social justice and 
environmental issues. Jerry Brown’s 1992 “We the People/Take 
Back america” campaign adopted many themes from the 
Rainbow platform and ran a historically significant and competitive 
race against Bill Clinton, finishing a close second after winning 
the connecticut primary but losing in new york after Governor 
Brown chose Jesse Jackson to be his vice presidential running 
mate. Greens were a prominent part of the Brown campaign, 
helping to draft the campaign’s platform and shaping much of 
the campaign’s effort to reach out and pull together a broad 
coalition that would substantially impact policy at the federal, 
state and local levels. the reform platform of the Brown campaign 
was presented at the Democratic party platform hearings but was 
quickly set aside by the party, which, under the influence of the 
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assurgent Democratic leadership council, chose to move to the 
right in an effort to appeal to so-called reagan Democrats.1  

the rightward slide of the Democrats and subsequent rise of 
the republican party in federal, state, and local races can be 
traced to the Democratic party’s 1992 shift in direction away from 
traditional grassroots and progressive policy goals that date back 
to franklin roosevelt’s presidency.2 

one of the principal goals of the Brown campaign focused on 
energizing a broad base of electoral support among progressives, 
fiscal liberals and forward-leaning conservatives. The platform 
envisioned the formation of many issue and policy-oriented 
coalitions. one such coalition was the “Blue-Green” alliance that 
the campaign worked to build between blue-collar supporters 
and environmental and community activists around common-
ground issues such as the World trade organization and the north 
american free trade agreement. many Greens who were not 
active in the electoral arena began to glimpse the potential of a 
Green political party that would draw together many shades of 
green to form a powerful influence and direct the growing current 
of Green activism, electoral efforts and organizing. 

at the national level, a nascent Green party organization, the 
Greens/Green Party USA (G/GPUSA) had about 1,000 dues-paying 
members by 1993–94. after a controversial vote the previous year 
at a Green national gathering in Elkins, West Virginia, the G/GPUSA 
organization was formally established in 1992 at a meeting in 
minnesota at augsburg college. it quickly became evident that 
support for the G/GPUSA would be limited by its program, its 
organizational structure, and the anti-electoral tendencies of left-
Green “vanguardism.” the organization’s structure, as described 
in many commentaries, was the product of prolonged and often 
acrimonious struggles that characterized G/GPUSA prior to 1996.

G/GPUSA’s ideological underpinnings were revealed in the 
minutes of the 1992 meeting which established the organization’s 
name, bylaws and working guidelines. left-Green network 
(lGn) proposals put forward by charlie Betz, Don fitz and howie 
hawkins were adopted by attendees, few of whom supported 
electoral efforts. The G/GPUSA model consisted of a dues-paying 
membership organization in which voting was limited under a 
structure of rules, mandates and other strictures. central to the 
organizing model was a belief that dues-paying activist members 
would, in effect, be the grassroots of the organization and would 
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act to oversee state Green parties, candidates and campaigns. 
The G/GPUSA organization appealed to few Greens and quickly 
became insular and acrimonious. meetings were infamous 
for strident disagreements, with various members employing 
consensus decision-making or invoking list and voting irregularities 
as a way of blocking proposals they found disagreeable. By the 
mid-1990s the G/GPUSA had shrunk to a core group of members, 
local groups and a few affiliated state Green parties as few U.S. 
Greens chose to join the organization, pay dues or agree to adhere 
to its bylaws, rules and working guidelines. 

However, because the G/GPUSA controlled the Green name and 
claimed to be the “original and authentic” national Green party, 
any move toward a more broad-based party willing to engage 
in electoral politics would prove difficult. Activist members had 
been given extraordinary oversight powers and blocked efforts 
to restructure the organization. G/GPUSA activists could order 
state parties and each other into dispute resolution and require 
explicit affirmations from candidates, as attempts were made to 
maintain membership oversight. Grievance tribunals came and 
went. mandates and binding mediation under threat of sanction 
were common and any active member of the party could mount a 
grievance and demand accountability of candidates, campaigns, 
state parties or Green party officeholders and representatives. 
Activist members defined themselves as party’s “grassroots,” and 
the rules, bylaws, working guidelines and practices of the G/GPUSA 
were extensions of this core organizational belief. 

G/GPUSA adopted a national program which it described as a 
manifesto of the Green movement, though little attention was 
given to local governance, domestic or foreign policy. electoral-
oriented Greens recognized that the G/GPUSA program was not 
intended to be a platform on which Green political campaigns 
could effectively run. the program was much more a visionary 
expression of the ideological goals of numerous factions within 
the G/GPUSA and activist members often expressed disfavor 
toward policies which they perceived as “reformist” or “liberal.” 
Greens seeking to run for office would regularly encounter activist 
members who insisted that candidates report to them, a dictate 
that was justified by their somewhat puritanical model of grassroots 
democracy. the members’ oversight model, unsurprisingly, 
produced few G/GPUSA candidates or campaigns and most 
Green campaigns from 1992 to 1996 ran separate from the G/
GPUsa organization, although the organization subsequently 
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attempted to claim them in a failed federal election committee 
filing for national committee status in 1996.

By late 1994, the contradictions and failures of the G/GPUSA 
model had become apparent to many U.s. Greens. individual 
state parties and Greens took on the challenge of envisioning 
and building a viable Green party distinct from the machinations 
and failures of the G/GPUSA. The New Mexico Green Party was 
a leader in this effort, as were those of maine, california, hawaii, 
alaska and several others. according to the political scientist 
and long-time Green party organizer, John rensenbrink, the 
Green Politics network (GPn) was established as an alternative 
vision to that of G/GPUSA.3  After the 1992 G/GPUSA formation 
in minnesota, rensenbrink and many others had begun talking 
about a different vision and definition of Green politics, hoping 
to create a broader political formation. the maine group, led 
by rensenbrink, advanced a triad model that would combine 
electoral, educational and movement work. 

a number of Greens advocated establishing a federation of 
state Green parties as an inclusive, far-reaching way to build a 
U.s. Green party. a resolution to this effect was proposed by new 
mexico Greens at the 1996 national Green meeting in los angeles, 
even as debates waged as to how to deal with G/GPUSA’s member 
oversight model and its legacy. 

the challenge was to construct a successful model on which to 
build a growing, vital, U.s. Green party. the model adopted came 
from an unlikely place: a small state in the hinterland far from 
centers of power. in 1994 in santa fe, named after st. francis of 
assisi, the patron saint of the land and animals, the new mexico 
Green party proposed a statewide slate of Green candidates 
that would run a serious and credible campaign based on their 
founding platform. the campaign was one of the most successful 
independent, third-party efforts in the United states in nearly four 
decades and became a model for the national Green “40-state 
organizing effort” launched in December 1994, which led to the 
founding of the national Green platform and the first presidential 
campaign in 1996. 

new Beginnings 
a meeting in california between myself as a new mexico Green 
and mike feinstein and Greg Jan of the california Greens, set in 
motion both the presidential campaign and a 40-state nationwide 
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organizing effort by Greens in 1995–96. california’s Green party 
was the largest state Green party and the state’s Green primary 
election was crucial to a successful Green presidential campaign 
and related party building at the state and local levels. i brought 
with me a resolution i had written that had been passed by the 
new mexico Green council after the november 1994 election. 
it called on the california party to make its 1996 primary ballot 
line available to a Green presidential candidate and presented 
the elements of a national organizing campaign based on the 
new mexico model. the resolution became a core element of a 
subsequent national organizing drive to place a Green presidential 
and vice presidential candidate on 40 state ballots. 

the statewide 1994 new mexico Green campaign presented 
a convincing case that a “serious, credible, platform-based” 
campaign could be exported as a successful party building 
model. as a former senior adviser to the 1992 Brown presidential 
campaign who had proposed and participated in drafting the 
campaign’s “We the People” platform, i realized that a national 
Green campaign would advance key progressive positions that 
the Democratic party had set aside in its clinton-era move to take 
back the south and recapture the votes of reagan Democrats. 

state ballot access laws were a profound impediment to any 
independent challenge to Democrat/Republican dominance 
of U.s. elections. nevertheless, in 1994 roberto mondragon and 
i waged a campaign for Governor and lieutenant Governor in 
which we managed to capture 11 percent of the vote. the new 
mexico Green party had, as a result, gained ballot standing as 
a “major” party, the first “minor” party in New Mexico’s history to 
achieve this ballot standing.

the 40-state organizing proposal i drafted outlined a party-building 
model that focused on creating a serious, credible, platform-
based presidential campaign. it also proposed a presidential 
nominating convention to be held in california and a plan to 
build the Green party at the state and local levels through ballot 
access and petitioning drives. the presidential campaign would 
be a catalyst in building the party across states and localities. 
Greens would be contacted and mobilized and the 40-state effort 
would reach out to environmentalists, social justice activists, labor 
organizations, students, community groups, and small and mid-
sized business—much like the broad-based coalition that had 
been mobilized by the Jackson and Brown campaigns. Various 
Greens began the work of identifying and polling contacts in 
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every state to assess support for the 40-state effort and the new 
model for building a Green party nationally and at the state and 
local levels. 

our next generation “take Back america” message was designed 
to speak to independents who now, according to polls, made up 
nearly 30 percent of the american electorate. i spoke of drafting 
a platform that would stand in opposition to corporate influence, 
militaristic post-cold War doctrine and Democrat-republican 
hegemony. We would advance ideals and ideas that would 
not otherwise be part of the national debate during the 1996 
elections. We would present a stark contrast to the republicans 
and Democrats, who were respectively moving toward neo-
conservative and neo-liberal positions aimed at furthering 
globalization and transnational corporate dominance. in 1994, 
in a historic shift of political power, a wave of electoral victories 
led to Republican party control of Congress for the first time in 
50 years. led by house speaker newt Gingrich, the resurgent 
republicans emphasized evangelicalism, social conservatism and 
a renewed military buildup. Gingrich’s “contract with america,” an 
extension of reagan’s social and economic agenda, persuaded 
key Democrats to abandon long-held policies such as the right to 
universal health care. Democrats also attempted to elicit greater 
corporate contributions even as insurance and health care 
proposals were devastated by these same contributors. 

The extent of lobbying and the amount of money influencing 
american politics reached unprecedented levels. the center for 
Voting and Democracy, a non-partisan organization that studies 
how voting systems effect political participation, revealed the 
extent that repressive policies, laws and election codes blocked 
access to those outside the Republican/Democrat “duopoly.” 
americans were increasingly alienated from the two-party 
system, and the Greens’ challenge was to mount an independent 
campaign within a winner-take-all system. in order to achieve 
this, the Green party looked for new ways, such as instant run-off 
voting, to confront the system of politics-as-usual. 

the Democratic leadership council continued to push the 
Democratic party to the right in the 1990s even as the Democrat’s 
adoption of republican policies relegated the party to the 
backbench. Voters would soon see a new conservative Democratic 
party and an emerging neo-republican era. republicans 
effectively moved to consolidate control of the political agenda 
as Democratic opposition retreated. the shape of U.s. domestic 
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and foreign policy over the coming decade were set in place as 
Democrats adopted core republican party positions and each 
party accelerated their outreach to corporate and conservative 
interests.

against a background of rightward-shifting U.s. politics, the U.s. 
Green Party launched a vigorous effort to create an alternative 
vision to “republi-crat” politics. it was increasingly evident that a 
serious challenge to two-party dominance of american politics 
was vital to any redirection in american politics. if the Green party 
was to enter the political arena as a serious, credible challenge 
to the politics-as-usual, it was also evident it would first have to 
confront its own politics. 

at the 1995 national Green gathering in albuquerque, new 
Mexico, the discord between the membership-based G/GPUSA 
organization and state parties like new mexico and california 
had reached a tipping point. A G/GPUSA caucus attempt to 
“nominate” mumia abu Jamal, a convicted felon on death row, 
and mandate that state parties place mumia’s name on their 
respective state ballots, was criticized and eventually defeated 
by the state parties. The bylaws and rules of the G/GPUSA were 
subsequently challenged and, after the new mexico gathering, 
the G/GPUSA organization could no longer purport to be the 
legitimate national Green party. the following year the U.s. federal 
Election Commission rejected a controversial G/GPUSA effort to 
establish a Green national committee, thus effectively ending its 
attempted control of the party. this 1995 split in the Green party 
set the stage for the 1996 presidential campaign and the formation 
of the association of state Green Parties. 

at the 1995 new mexico gathering in the Great Kiva, a traditional 
Native American place of reflection and decision-making, the 
assembled Greens heard the results of a national survey which 
strongly supported running a presidential campaign in 1996. 
the three presenters of the “40-state organizing Proposal” were 
myself, mike feinstein and Greg Jan, and we spoke of a short list 
of potential candidates. We suggested Greens consider three 
prominent progressives: Jim hightower, a well-known texas 
populist and nationally respected writer, labor advocate and 
radio personality; Delores huerta, a latina activist from california 
who had worked on environmental and social justice issues since 
the caesar chavez-led campaigns of the 1960s and 1970s; and 
ralph nader, the incorrigible campaigner for consumer causes 
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who had taken on corporations and congressional barter in the 
name of a revitalized civic democracy.

the assembled Greens voted to support the Green’s 40-state 
organizing effort and presidential campaign, and shortly thereafter 
a series of meetings were held to discuss the national organizing 
plan. a key part of the process would be navigating the intricate 
and restrictive ballot access laws in each of the states. in this 
respect, richard Winger, the editor of Ballot Access News, became 
an indispensable resource. filing dates and petition requirements 
were sent to organizers in every state. 

at the same time, a platform process was set in motion. With the 
assistance of santa fe Greens, i began approaching Greens 
from around the U.s., drawing together statements to begin the 
extended work of drafting policy positions that would serve as a 
founding document for the Green party and act as a foundation 
for the first presidential campaign. In creating a platform, we 
were inspired by many democratic movements and documents. 
these included Green writings and state party positions; the 1988 
rainbow coalition and 1992 “We the People” platforms; historic 
constitutional documents speaking to the foundation of american 
liberty as a revolutionary ideal; civil rights speeches; Blue-Green 
alliances; environmental books; and works of engaged citizen 
coalitions and groups like the Bioneers. With the assistance of long-
time Green webmaster, cameron spitzer, the drafting process of 
the ad-hoc committee went online and forums were set up for 
discussion and debate. i acquired the domain name www.gp.org 
and the Green platform was made available at this website, 
which later became the website of the founding 2000 national 
Platform of the association of state Green Parties and then U.s. 
Green party’s home site. 

in 1995, key Green organizers took on the new Green party 
presidential campaign with inspired initiative. rob hager, a 
Green supporter in Washington, Dc, virtually set up camp outside 
Ralph Nader’s office in an attempt to convince him to run. Other 
supporters of a national Green presidential campaign, such as 
linda martin and tom linzey, lobbied nader, while an open letter 
from a range of supporters across the political spectrum also 
urged nader to run. after much discussion about the scope of his 
campaign, nader chose to run a limited, but nonetheless robust 
campaign of ideas and ideals in contrast to the limited sphere of 
two-party ‘business-as-usual’ politics.
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The Green’s first national nominating convention was held at the 
University of california in los angeles. our venue was particularly 
symbolic; during his time as Governor of california, ronald reagan, 
the figurehead of American neo-conservatism, had attempted to 
repress and dismantle the University of california system because 
of student and faculty protests against the Vietnam War. it was 
here on august 19, 1996 that ralph nader agreed to become the 
Green party’s presidential candidate. his acceptance speech 
reflected Green party dissatisfaction with the two-party system, 
and particularly with the Democrats:

You know that you are responsible for all this. All I did was 
accept. Some of the prior speakers touched on a number 
of issues and as I was listening to them, what occurred to 
me was that most of the issues and subjects that the Green 
party is adhering to are majoritarian issues to the United 
States of America. And what commended the Green party 
so much to those of us who were not in on the founding is 
that if you look very carefully at the Green party platform 
that’s being proposed for your approval, this is by far the 
most comprehensive, broad-based platform that deals 
with a wide range of systemic justice that’s needed in this 
country: from the political, to the corporate, to the cultural, 
the civil liberties, the civil rights platform of any party in the 
country. I wouldn’t begin to compare it with the flaccid, 
insipid, empty, cowardly platforms of the Democratic and 
Republican Tweedle-dum and Tweedle-dee parties…

As a matter of fact, the Democratic Party Platform doesn’t 
even contain an affirmation of universal health coverage 
for all Americans. It even backed off of that. While they 
took money from the hospital lobby, the medical lobby, 
the drug industry lobby, the giant HMO’s, and insurance 
lobby. And as far as the Republican Platform goes, this one 
could’ve been written by the Fortune 100.

the nader campaign that began that day would form the 
core of a Green campaign that reached far beyond 1996 and 
traditional U.s politics. the results of the 40-state organizing effort 
led to new Green parties being formed, existing ones revitalized 
and, one month after the november election, the formation of 
the association of state Green Parties, which became the Green 
Party of the United states. 
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in December 1996, organizers of the first Green presidential 
campaign and national organizing effort met with representatives 
of Green state parties to announce a newly structured national 
party. the meeting took place in middleburg, Virginia, not far from 
the estate where thomas Jefferson had dreamt of a democratic 
revolution. We had provided a foundation and the party began to 
grow and flourish. State parties were affiliated; national meetings 
were held; our 1996 platform became the basis for the founding 
2000 national platform; the U.s. Greens and european federation 
of Green Parties formed a working relationship with an approved 
“common ground” platform and shortly afterwards a global Green 
charter effort was inaugurated.

the legal requirements for formal recognition as the national 
U.s. Green party had been met and more than exceeded. in 
association with tom linzey, Dave cobb and Dean myerson, we 
successfully filed a 300-page application with the US Federal 
election committee. a U.s. Green party, a “national committee 
of a national party,” had arrived.
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